300k

deployments

10mi

1k

developers

users

150

important

Announcements, Items needing attention, team wide inquiries…
Channels

5

open_space

countries

Jira @rocket.cat

Add new integration tests
12

Private Groups

Priority
High

Assignee

important
finances

Larry Webb
3

#
20

random

christina.watson

!

5

"

8

Austin Carpenter 9:32 AM
Congrats to buddy!

4

kyle.willis
4

marilyn.sims

Powered with an advanced permissions
system, LiveChat widget for websites,
tools for HIPAA and GDPR regulatory
compliance, and federation for
intercompany collaboration

Status
To Do

3

development

Direct Messages

9:30 AM

5

design_community

larry.webb
margaret.ramirez
ann.meyer

Howard Murray
Well done!!
Bamboo

9:33 AM

@rocket.cat 9:30 AM

Apollo23 Release-01
Status
Started deploying to staging

See details

Kevin Fernandez
WOW! I'm looking forward to see it
Matthew Lina
Yeah, it'll be a huge release!

@bertie.barton is typing

9:38 AM

Message @bertie.barton
9:39 AM

Atlassian Suite Integrations

Some features
Custom user profiles

APIs for integration

Self-Managed or Cloud

White-label

AD/LDAP integration

Web, Desktop and Mobile

Omnichannel and LiveChat

Apps Marketplace

Video conference

ChatBots

Custom roles and permissions

Compliance, Security and
Auditing Controls
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CUSTOMER SOLUTIONS

The customer messaging
platform for all channels
Do not miss business opportunities. Let your

Bertie Barton

customers, partners and external users talk to

+ 55 42423 24242

Could you send me a printscreen?

your team on the channel they prefer: website,

10 00 AM

email, SMS, social networks with chatbot

Sure, just a second

automatization and all at the same place.

My-ID.pdf
10 30 AM. Seen
unread messages

Thanks!

Fill your marketing funnel, increase sales
conversions and reduce operational costs
all while maximizing customer satisfaction.

I’m looking for a solution…
10 45 AM

Write a message...

Many integrations avaliable and counting…

Options

Powered by

All your tools at the center of the conversation
Collaboration

Agility

Allows agents to be able to include
more people in the talk real time

The fastest way to help your
customers. Start chatting with visitors
who need your help

History

Security & Privacy

Customer history is an important
asset of the company, do not lose it

Protect customer information with
advanced, GDPR-compliant security
features

Integrations

Scalability

Proactively help your customer find
what they are looking for at your
website

A scale according to your needs
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